
8:00 Main Conference Registration and Continental Breakfast

8:45 Chairperson’s Opening Remarks

9:00 Keynote: Fireside Chat

9:30 Prioritize, Consolidate, and Refine R&D Investment 
Through Strategic Portfolio/Pipeline Planning to 
Deliver the Greatest Overall Value to Your Company 
and Shareholders
• Utilize portfolio management analytics to prioritize and

optimize R&D spend within resource constraints
• Hear how companies build business cases to support new

product development and make major decisions affecting 
the capital allocation of the R&D budget

• Examine lifecycle management considerations and the basis
for sorting through multiple indication opportunities versus 
funding new research projects

Sandy Macrae, CEO, SANGAMO THERAPEUTICS
Joanna Wolkowski, Vice President, Portfolio and Decision 
Analysis, PFIZER
Pearl S. Huang, Ph.D., President and CEO, CYGNAL 
THERAPEUTICS 
Frederic Chereau, CEO, LOGICBIO THERAPEUTICS

10:15 Networking Break

10:45 Build Vs. Buy: Key Considerations for Deciding 
Whether to Commercialize on Your Own or Find a 
Strategic Partner
• Outline the risks of building a commercial organization and

hear how to successfully transform from an R&D-oriented to 
fully integrated company during commercial scaleup while 
maintaining shareholder value

• Discuss selection criteria, hybrid models for working with
partners while retaining commercialization rights, and what
value means to different companies

• Determine the optimal timing to initiate commercialization
planning versus partnering activities

• Hear best practices for taking a product to that value
inflection point and effectively assess the opportunity

Michael R Williams, Chief Business Officer, ABREOS 
BIOSCIENCES
Molly Harper, Senior Vice President and Global Franchise 
General Manager, AKCEA THERAPEUTICS
Rich Daly, Chief Operating Officer, BEYONDSPRING 
PHARMACEUTICALS

11:30 Uncertainty, Challenges, and Implications of Today’s 
Reimbursement Environment on the Deal-Making 
Landscape and Beyond
• Consider the rising importance of a product’s commercial

versus clinical success when evaluating a potential target
• Discuss the impact of payer consolidation and the evolving

healthcare landscape
• Explore how pricing practices have drawn public and

government scrutiny and how this close examination has 
impacted deal structuring

Kristen B. Slaoui, Ph.D., Vice President, Head of Business 
Development, Pharmaceuticals Commercial Portfolio, 
GLAXOSMITHKLINE 
Tim Mayleben, President and CEO, ESPERION 
THERAPEUTICS

12:15 Luncheon

Monday, October 28, 2019
Main Conference, Day One

Deal-Making and Business Strategy Product Development Strategy
1:15 Track Chair Opening Remarks Track Chair Opening Remarks

1:30 Key Questions Small Companies Should Ask When 
Evaluating Potential Partners
•  Consider common deal structures and requirements for the

sellers to achieve milestones before receiving a full payout
•  Assess the sources of growth and where a potential partner

stands in comparison to competitors
•  Analyze their core strengths and how to go about gathering

detailed information about their finances and capabilities
•  Understand how to set up a successful integration using this

process

Robert Bagdorf, M.D., M.B.A., Group Lead, Search and Evaluation, 
Worldwide Business Development, PFIZER
Thomas Neenan, CEO, ABFERO PHARMACEUTICALS
Albert Hsia, Ph.D., Executive Director, Business Development, 
MERCK & CO.
Gil Labrucherie, Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer, 
NEKTAR THERAPEUTICS

Explore How AI and Machine Learning Can Be the 
Backbone to Building a Hypothesis for Drug Discovery
•  Highlight the major challenges, as well as misconceptions, to

overcome in realizing the benefits of AI in drug discovery/pharma
•  Review some examples of successful implementation of AI

methods in hypothesis generation in drug discovery
•  Explore some exciting areas for AI in drug discovery that are not

quite ready for prime time, but are advancing quickly
•  Discuss how startups and pharma can work together to innovate

in this space

Roman Yelensky, Ph.D., Executive Vice President and Chief 
Technology Officer, GRITSTONE ONCOLOGY 
Ron Alfa, Ph.D., M.D., Vice President of Translational Research, 
RECURSION PHARMACEUTICALS
Dr. Josep Bassaganya-Riera, Chairman and CEO, LANDOS 
BIOPHARMA
Pat Walters, Ph.D., Senior Vice President, Computation, RELAY 
THERAPEUTICS
Gregory Ryslik, Ph.D., FCAS, MAAA, Chief Data Officer, CELSIUS 
THERAPEUTICS
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Deal-Making and Business Strategy Product Development Strategy
2:15 Buy-Side BD&L: Insights Into Process and Decision-

Making at Big Pharma/Big Biotech
•  Gain insight on the inner workings of BD&L and the

organizational structure at big pharma/big biotech 
•  Understand buy-side motivators and general dos and don’ts of

interactions with your buy-side counterparts
•  Examine what it can mean if your counterpart goes silent and

why it sometimes takes long to get feedback

Kleem Chaudhary, Ph.D., Head BD&L, BIOGEN 
Lizabeth Leveille, Associate Vice President and Head, Boston 
Innovation Hub, BD&L, MERCK & CO.
Lance Ostrom, Head, Boston Innovation Hub, Roche Partnering, 
ROCHE
Brendan Downey, Director, Center for External Innovation, 
TAKEDA PHARMACEUTICALS

Find Drivers for Development Success: IND Through 
Clinical Proof-of-Concept
•  Explore ways to garner success and generate significant value

creation with optimization of development programs
•  Design early preclinical studies to generate definitive signals

and prioritize next steps
•  Review the risks and hurdles to navigate the development

pathway
•  Craft a robust and insightful POC trial to improve upon historical

industry success rates

Chris Garabedian, CEO, XONTOGENY

3:00 Networking Break

3:30 Case Study: Key Considerations When Evaluating AI 
Capabilities and Non-Molecule-Driven Targets for 
Acquisition 
•  Hear about a strategic investment Paragon Biosciences made

in an AI platform that will allow their new portfolio company to 
further develop the first FDA-cleared computer-aided diagnosis 
system in radiology for the evaluation of breast cancer

•  Understand why AI-enabled life sciences can be a key focus
area for innovation and how to approach the valuation of these 
emerging technologies

•  Consider the risk/reward factors associated with the acquisition
and implementation of the AI platform and how that impacts the 
commercial forecast

James Robinson, President and Chief Operating Officer, 
PARAGON BIOSCIENCES

Explore Innovative Endpoint Design to Maximize Impact 
on Patients and Payers
•  Highlight what regulatory bodies typically look for in clinical

design and their expectations from a value perspective
•  Understand the evidence needs of payers and health systems

and discuss relevant clinical endpoints to maximize market 
access

•  Share strategies execute trials that will help accelerate drug
development, while striking a balance between adopting 
innovation and mitigating risk

Jim Doherty, Chief Research Officer, SAGE THERAPEUTICS

4:15 Consider the Risk Profile Associated With Different 
Sources and Mechanisms of Financing
•  Explore traditional, private, and alternative sources of investment
•  Outline the pros and cons for each finance mechanism and

determine the best fit based on a company’s long-term goals
•  Gain insight on how each investor views risk and what makes

them nervous when determining an investment opportunity

Rachel Haurwitz, Ph.D., President and CEO, CARIBOU 
BIOSCIENCES
Rahul Dhanda, Co-Founder, CEO and President, SHERLOCK 
BIOSCIENCES
Roopom Banerjee, Chief Business Officer, GLYMPSE BIO
Jeff Behrens, President and CEO, SIAMAB THERAPEUTICS

New Indications in the Approval of Medicines 
•  Consider how the FDA has begun to look at molecular pathway

indications instead of indication by clinical diagnosis as 
treatment fields continue to evolve

•  Share opinions on whether the FDA should more formally
consider when to utilize molecular pathway-based indications 
versus clinical diagnosis in the approval of medicines

•  Discuss the concerns of modifying a tried-and-true process
versus the pros of change

David Weinreich, M.D., Senior Vice President, Head, Global Clinical 
Development, REGENERON
Robert Paul, M.D., Ph.D., Chief Medical Officer, ALECTOR 

5:00 Cocktail Networking Reception and Fierce15 Awards 

6:00 Day One Concludes

Monday, October 28, 2019
Main Conference, Day One

“Very interesting discussions that provided a different view of the industry.”  
—Compliance Advisor, NOVARTIS 
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Tuesday, October 29, 2019
Main Conference, Day Two

8:00 Continental Breakfast

Deal-Making and Business Strategy Product Development Strategy
8:45 Recap of Day One Recap of Day One

9:00 From Big to Small: How to Transition From Big Companies 
and Successfully Drive BD at a Start-Up Company
•  Consider the fundamental and unexpected challenges when

jumping from a big pharma company to a startup
•  Understand how to leverage the power of a personal network
•  Share significant learnings when building business development

capabilities at a new company

Lisa Beck, Vice President, Business Development and Alliance 
Management, BRII BIOSCIENCES
Behrad Derakhshan, Ph.D., Vice President, Head of Business 
Development, THERACHON
Micah Zajic, Vice President, Corporate Development, MEIRAGTX
Matthew Batters, J.D., Vice President, Business Development and 
Counsel, ARVINAS

How Small Companies Can Build and Leverage Outside 
Resources for Smarter Drug Development When Working 
With a Limited Budget 
•  Hear how to get a CRO’s A-team working on your program when

you are not a big pharma company 
•  Understand how to best work with and leverage KOLs to their

fullest potential 
•  Discuss how to get great value from your advisors and

outsourced partners when faced with limited funding in a small 
company environment 

Neil Solomons, M.D., Chief Medical Officer and Co-Founder, 
AURINIA PHARMACEUTICALS

9:45 Explore Innovative Deal Constructs and Risk-Sharing 
Structures for Licensing and Acquisition Deals
•  Review the risks and hurdles to watch out for from an

accounting point of view
•  Evaluate how robust your governance structure should be before

you start to control the development of an options-based asset
•  Discuss the best ways to structure options agreements and how

to minimize exposure to your P&L while ensuring the requisite 
controls needed

Courtney Wallace, Senior Vice President, Head of Business 
Development and Strategy, BEAM THERAPEUTICS
Emily Minkow, Chief Business Officer, PREVAIL THERAPEUTICS

Leverage Innovative Regulatory Pathways to Expedite 
Drug Development 
•  Outline major regulatory incentive programs available in the

U.S., EU, and beyond, and how these pathways can be leveraged 
across the development life cycle 

•  Understand the financial and commercial benefits for each of
the different pathways 

•  Consider how a regulatory strategy can align with a company’s
corporate strategy to achieve future business success 

If you are interested in leading this session, please contact 
Shauna Greig at sgreig@questex.com. 

10:30 Networking Break

11:00 Compare and Contrast Different Operating Models for 
Search and Evaluation to Advance Innovation
•  Analyze new growth opportunities and how they should align

favorably with your company’s growth culture and objectives
•  Discuss the various formal processes, metrics, and models for

prioritization
•  Understand the broader goals of your business development

strategy, such as geographic expansion, market share increases, 
and accelerated top-line growth

•  Weigh the pros and cons of R&D and innovation hubs as a way
to partner with existing ecosystems

Chandra Ramanathan, Vice President and Head, East Coast 
Innovation Center, BAYER
Girish Aakalu, Ph.D., Chief Business Officer, GENOCEA

Develop a Go-To-Market and Launch Strategy That 
Successfully Differentiates Your Launch Providing the 
Best Possible Access for Patients
•  Determine the optimal timing in a product’s development cycle

to begin launch preparations
•  Discuss key tactics to consider when developing a commercially

and clinically viable differentiation strategy for a product
•  Hear how to build trust and interest, and ensure market

development for your product ahead of a launch so you can hit 
the ground running

•  Leverage data-driven insights and analytics to identify
the unique needs, preferences, and motivations of patient 
populations, and tailor key messaging to their expectations

Lotus Mallbris, M.D., Ph.D., Vice President, Immunology 
Development, ELI LILLY AND COMPANY
Eric Warren, Vice President, U.S. Cardiovascular (CV) Therapeutic 
Area Head, SANOFI
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Tuesday, October 29, 2019
Main Conference, Day Two

11:45 Luncheon

12:45 Different Approaches to Retaining Key Talent Post-
Transaction
•  Compare and contrast different corporate cultures and how

they can impact the integration of new employees
•  Review traditional financial incentives to motivate key

leadership
•  Explore innovative ways to manage acquired companies that

can help retain essential talent

Linea Aspesi, Vice President, Human Resources, North 
America, SOBI
Mark Gaffney, Head of External Innovation and Corporate 
Development, CYCLERION

1:30 Explore the Future of Access Models in Emerging 
Markets and How to Address Patient Needs Through 
Affordability-Based Approaches
• Consider various therapeutic area models in the US and

discuss their future viability
• Understand the affordability challenges and pressures

in emerging markets like China to effectively develop a 
framework that can be included in a global strategy

• Explore innovative access models that will address patient
needs while remaining commercially viable

• Leverage digital platforms and data capabilities to reallocate
resources and fine-tune these operating models

Zhi Hong, Ph.D., Co-Founder, President, and Chief Executive 
Officer, BRII BIOSCIENCES

2:15 Leverage Digital Technologies and Advanced Analytics 
to Unlock New Sources of Economic Value
• Understand the drivers behind data growth and its potential

to disrupt the treatment landscape
• Gain a more profound patient population understanding that

is converted back into the care continuum through artificial 
intelligence systems

• Explore various areas of the business to leverage AI and ML
to achieve operational efficiency and drive innovation

Laurent Audoly, Ph.D., Chief Executive Officer, KYMERA 
THERAPEUTICS
Charles Wolfus, J.D., Vice President, Technology and Digital 
Health, ALECTOR

2:45 Closing Remarks

3:00 Conference Concludes

“Excellent perspectives!”  
—CEO, TRACON PHARMACEUTICALS 

“Vibrant presenters and perspectives!”  
—CMO, PURDUE PHARMA 

“Very important coverage of strategic partnerships.”  
—Senior Manager, SAMSUNG BIOEPIS 

“Beneficial information about deal types.”  
—VP, BEXION PHARMACEUTICALS
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